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Hawks' strategy no concern to Bulls 

Thibodeau and Rose agree MVP can handle anything thrown his way 

By K.C. Johnson, Tribune reporter 

7:24 PM CDT, May 7, 2011 

ATLANTA — From the sounds of things Saturday, get 
ready for Zaza Pachulia to be Russian for Jeff Foster. 
 
In a 2-1 hole in their best-of-seven Eastern Conference 
semifinal series with the Bulls, the Hawks vowed to take 
a page from Foster's Indiana Pacers' playbook and play 
more physical, particularly against Derrick Rose, in 
Sunday night's Game 4. 
 
To which Rose said, in that assassin-like, matter-of-fact 
way he has mastered, bring it on. 
 
"I'm ready for it," Rose said. "It's the playoffs. If 
anything, I thought the Indiana series was kind of 
physical. But I played through it." 
 
One also might substitute "dominated" for "played." Rose averaged 27.6 points in the five-game victory 
over the Pacers and has upped that to 31 points per game against the Hawks. 
 
For the first time, Rose admitted the Hawks' defensive strategy, which mostly has featured defenders 
going under screens to try to keep him on the perimeter with jumpers, was a surprise. Rose shot just 38.9 
percent in the first two games before unleashing his career-high, 44-point outburst in Game 3. 
 
That production featured 12 points off drives, 12 points off 3-pointers, 12 points from mid-range 
jumpers and eight free throws. 
 
"They're not trapping me at all," Rose said. "They're going under screens. I got my confidence back. It 
really didn't go anywhere. I just had to see some shots go in. 
 
"At first, (the strategy) was working. I know (Sunday) it might change a little bit." 
 
Beyond their physical style, the Pacers also trapped Rose consistently, using long-armed defenders such 
as Paul George and Dahntay Jones to try to get the ball out of Rose's hands. Rose averaged 12 free 
throws during that five-game series and 7.4 3-point attempts. His 3-point attempts through three games 
against the Hawks are similar at 7.3 per game, but he is averaging just five free throws. 
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Nevertheless, coach Tom Thibodeau downplayed any difference in defensive strategy. 
 
"Basically, Indiana did the same thing," Thibodeau said. "Derrick has faced every defense there is — 
underneath, the blitz, the hit, shows. He knows what he has to do to attack. 
 
"(The Hawks are) playing physical. That's who they are. This is playoff basketball. This is how it is. 
You have to deal with it." 
 
Rose often eases into games but dropped a 17-point first quarter on the Hawks in Game 3. Already 
motivated, Rose admitted Jeff Teague's 11 quick points without missing a shot annoyed him. And he 
said he drew some pregame motivation from watching film of a crafty veteran making waves in the 
Western Conference. 
 
"I look at Jason Kidd and the way he rebounds and pushes it up," Rose said. "That puts a lot of pressure 
on people. And that's what I tried to do early. I thought we played with a lot more pace." 
 
Of course, one would never know from Rose's stoned-face expressions throughout. 
 
"He always keeps his composure," Joakim Noah said. "He's not an emotional roller coaster like me. He's 
steadier all the time throughout the game. You never can tell if he's winning or losing when you see 
Derrick play. It's always the same." 
 
Except for his angry reactions to Foster's two hard fouls, one of which was upgraded to flagrant, Rose 
responded to the Pacers' physical play by popping up and knocking down free throws. 
 
Look for a repeat performance if the Hawks try to knock him around Sunday. 
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